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B. The Assignments:
As with some other courses, the particular development of
assignments waits to see how many students (and what programs
are included) are in the class. But they will revolve around
our two analytical charts (quotations, allusions), the reading
of a collateral work by FF Bruce, and perhaps some Greek and
Hebrew studies. .depending. These will be fleshed out in greater
detail. .before you are very much older. .and in a more appropriate
place in our introductory work.

C. The Biblical Background for our study.. is pinned on the various
statements in the New Testament that give some guidance and help
for our work. A few of these are:

1. 1 Corinthians 2:9-16

2. 2 Timothy 3:14-17

3. Romans 15:1-4

4. 1 Corinthians 10:1-12

5. 1 Peter 1:10-12

and there are many others although these are perhaps the fullest
directional statements. One thing that will become immediately
apparent is the simple fact that we have plenty of material with
which to work.

D. Explanation of our Charts

Now this is really important and may tend to be confusing so I will

try to work through it patiently and carefully-trusting you can all
follow in the labyrinth. Well, it is not that bad but it does tend
to be long and complex and after I have discussed the charts I will

give the assignment schedule relevant to them- somethingsomething you will
want to mark in these notes so as to remember where it is..when one
wonders about those things in the future. There are two of them..
the first is rather fully developed and the second is not at alçl
developed but will be as you work at it. So please be careful in
this area and be prepared for a lot of careful but rewarding work.
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